
 

Report on – Teachers’ Day 2023 

 

Title: Teachers’ Day 2023 

Date: 5th September 2023 and 15th September 2023 

Time: 1:00 pm to 1:30 pm and 2:00 to 5:00 pm 

Venue: Seminar Hall and Mondini Hall 

Target Audience: All DBIT Faculties 

No. of Participants Present: 60 

Resource Person: Miss Umera Shaikh, Mr Nisarg Koravne. 

Organizing Department / Committee / Authority: Student Council 

Faculty Coordinator: Ms. Poonam Chakraborty. 

 
Objectives: 

 

 To commemorate Teachers' Day on September 5th by distributing heartfelt cards and tokens 

of appreciation to all teaching and non-teaching staff, expressing students' gratitude. 

 To orchestrate a grand celebration coinciding with Engineers Day, focusing on the profound 

appreciation of educators, where faculty members from diverse departments engage in 

enjoyable games and activities. 

 To cultivate a deep sense of teacher appreciation by organizing a ceremonial lamp lighting, 

personalized handwritten mementos, an exhilarating jugalbandi performance with professors, 

and rewarding games, culminating in sweet hampers as tokens of gratitude for all 

participating teams. 

 

Outcomes: 

 Enhanced teacher-student relations: The distribution of heartfelt cards and tokens of 

appreciation on Teachers' Day fostered stronger bonds between students and teaching and 

non-teaching staff, promoting a positive educational environment. 

 Increased faculty camaraderie: The grand Teachers' Day celebration alongside Engineers 

Day, resulted in greater unity among faculty members from various departments, enhancing 

the sense of belonging within the academic community. 

 Deepened teacher appreciation: Through meaningful activities, personalized mementos, and 

engaging games, the celebration not only showcased students' gratitude but also deepened the 

overall appreciation for educators, strengthening the teacher-student relationship. 
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Detailed Report: 

 

The Teachers' Day celebration on September 5th was marked by a heartfelt display of gratitude towards our 

dedicated teaching and non-teaching staff. The event, organized by council members, saw the distribution of 110 

cards, each accompanied by a small token of appreciation and a delightful chocolate. This thoughtful gesture left 

a lasting impression, emphasizing the value students place on their educators.The Teachers' Day celebration on 

September 5th was marked by a heartfelt display of gratitude towards our dedicated teaching and non-teaching 

staff. The event, organized by council members, saw the distribution of 110 cards, each accompanied by a small 

token of appreciation and a delightful chocolate. This thoughtful gesture left a lasting impression, emphasizing 

the value students place on their educators.Subsequently, on September 15th, coinciding with Engineers Day, 

Teachers' Day was celebrated with great grandeur. The entire teaching and non-teaching staff were invited to 

participate in a joyous session of games, fostering camaraderie among the various faculties. The event garnered 

enthusiastic participation from our beloved faculty members from the four departments and the BSH 

department, as well as the non-teaching personnel. The festivities commenced with the traditional ritual of 

lighting the lamp, setting a spiritual tone for the occasion. This was followed by a heartfelt prayer led by Fr. 

Brian, creating a serene and meaningful atmosphere. As a token of students' love and appreciation, each 

professor received a personalized name card memento, hand-written with care. One of the highlights of the 

celebration was Fr. Brian's surprising and captivating jugalbandi performance, an extraordinary feat that left 

everyone in awe. This dynamic interaction between Fr. Brian and our esteemed professors showcased the 

harmonious blend of talent and expertise within our academic community. The cultural secretary and a team of 

dedicated volunteers then led the participants into an engaging teacher-treasure relay game. All the teachers were 

divided into four teams, each with unique names - Blockbusters, Atrangi-Satrangi, Aditya L1, and Toofan, 

creatively chosen by the group of teachers themselves. The game comprised three exciting levels. In the first 

stage, teachers had to answer a set of department-specific questions, including Computer Science, Electronics 

and Telecommunication, Information Technology, and Mechanical, along with some generic questions. Correct 

answers earned them special coins. These hard-earned coins were then put to use in the second stage, where 

teachers received scratch cards with hidden codes. The final stage required teams to collaboratively solve a 

puzzle based on the particular code. This multi-level game concluded with high energy, laughter, and 

camaraderie, strengthening the bonds within the academic community. As a token of appreciation for their 

participation and enthusiasm, sweet hampers were presented to all the teams, underscoring the immense 

gratitude students and colleagues alike have for the tireless efforts of our teaching and non-teaching staff. In 

conclusion, the Teachers' Day celebrations on both September 5th and 15th were a resounding success, 

emphasizing the importance of acknowledging and appreciating our educators. These events not only fostered a 

sense of unity and camaraderie but also showcased the deep appreciation and respect our academic community 

holds for its dedicated teachers and staff. 
 

Snapshot of the Event: 
 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 



 

 

 

Event Poster:- 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Social Media Links:- 
 

Instagram:- @dbitofficial_mumbai 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Report Prepared By: 

Umera Shaikh 

Cultural  Secretary (Student 

Council) 

Report Approved By: 

Prof. Poonam Chakraborty. 

Cultural Coordinator, DBIT 
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